


ABSTRACT 

A final year student pursuing a diploma course in Interior Design is requisite to organize a final year project. All the 
design must be connected to the project that has been decided. Before making the design, major aspect must be considered 
to get the information. The research, case study, design schematic and the planning have to be done to make sure that client 
will give the good reaction to our design. Because of that, the organized work must been done perfectly starting from the 
design development until the end of the project. Proposed new interior design scheme of 4x4 Centre is one of 
it include what occur in 4x4 user and customer need. It also requested to build a Centre for 4x4 vehicle so that can fill 
all customer and client needs. Generally, 4x4 Centre also want introduce advantage of vehicle and provide services for the 
maintenance 4x4 vehicle. Other than that 4x4 Centre also provide lot of 4x4 accessories product. 
According to the objectives and the issues, a space planning must be suitable with the design concept and images. So, to 
realize the design into space is a difficult way because it has the procedures that must be followed. The planning has been 
produced and the ideas that wanted to be applied into the space must be linked to the concept and images. By that, the good 
design is produced with the concept, the images, into the design axis and followed by the development of ideas. 
Guiding customer needs, design that will be molded are applying sustainable design and green design. Apart from that, 4x4 
Centre also want design that different and not to be a typical Centre. 
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